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Does your solution to the competitive event integrate any type of music and/or sound?
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YES

lf NO, go to question 2.
lf YES, is
lf YES,

the music and/or sound

copyrighted?
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move to question 1A. lf NO, move to question
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Have you asked for author permission to use the music and/or sound in your solution and included that permission (letter/form) in
your documentation? lf YES, move to question 2. lf NO, ask for permission and if permission is granted, include the permission rn
yorr documentation.

1B)

ls the music/sound royalty free, or did you create the music/sound you rself? lf YES, cite the roya lty free music/sou nd
oriqinal music/sound properly in your documentation.

OR

your

CHAPTER ADVISOR: Sign below regarding your student's answe(s) to the use of music/sound in his/her competitive event solution
Even tf your student answers "NO" to question 1, please sign below noting that you have evaluated the competitive event solution and the

student answered the
(chapter advisor), have checked my student's solution and confirm that any use of music/
so with proper permission and is cited correctly in the student's documentation and/or the solution has been found to
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sound

music/sound included

have

STUDENT: Answer question 2 below

2)

Does your solution to the competitive event integrate any
lf

NO go to question

lf YES, is(are)
lf YES,

24)

graphics/videos?
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3.

the graphics/videos copyrighted, registered and/or trademarked?

pvrs ENo

move to question 24. lf NO, move to question 28.

Have you asked for author permission to use the graphics and/or videos in your solution and included a permission (letter/form)
to question 3. lf NO, ask for permission and if permission is granted,

in your documentation for graphic/video used? lf YES, move

include the permission in your documentqtion.

2B)

ls(are) the graphics/videos royalty free, or did you create your own graphic? lf YES, cite the royalty free graphics/videos OR your
own original graphics/videos properly in your documentation.

CHAPTER ADVISOR: Sign below regarding your student's answe(s) to the use of graphics/videos in his/her competitive event solution.
Even if your student answers "NO" to question 2, please sign below noting that you have evaluated the competitive event solution and

the student ans

accurately.

(chapter advisor), have checked my student's solution and confirm that the use of graphics/
proper permission and is cited correctly in the student's documentation and/or the solution has been found to have no
included.
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STUDENT: Answer question 3 below.

3)

Does your solution to the competitive event use another's thoughts or

research?
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lf NO, this is the end of the checklist.
lf YES, have

you properly cited other's thoughts or research in your

documentatton? . YES

NO

CHAPTER ADVISOR: Sign below regarding your student's answe(s) to having integrated any thoughts/research of others in his/her
competitive event solution. Even if your student answers "NO" to question 3, please sign below notlng that you have evaluated the
competitive event
nt answered the question(s) accurately.
t,

thoug
has

advisor), have checked my student's solution and confirm that the use of the
'ch of others is done so with proper permission and is cited correctly in the student's documentation and/orthe solution
found to have all original thought with no use of other's thoughts/research

Notice of Third-Party Media Content Use
All images with the exception of images pertaining to the “VirMedical
Telemedicine Solutions” branding, herein referenced as “VirMedical,” were taken from
Unsplash. Unsplash per the Unsplash License permits the usage of images without
royalty for both commercial and non-commercial purposes without permission or
attribution required.
The “VirMedical” branding was created by Jayson Fong and compiled by the
Namecheap Logo Maker. The Namecheap Logo Maker per the terms of use permits full
customization of generated content for both commercial and non-commercial
purposes without royalty.

Unsplash License
Unsplash grants you an irrevocable, nonexclusive, worldwide copyright license to
download, copy, modify, distribute, perform, and use photos from Unsplash for free,
including for commercial purposes, without permission from or attributing the
photographer or Unsplash. This license does not include the right to compile photos
from Unsplash to replicate a similar or competing service.

